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QUESTION 1

You are administering a multitenant container database (COB) that contains two pluggable databases (PDBs), pdb1 and
pdb2. 

You are connected to pdb2 as a common user with DBA privileges. 

The statistics_level parameter is PDB modifiable. As the user sys, execute the following command on pdb2: SQL>
ALTER SYSTEM SET STATISTICS_LEVEL=ALL SID=\\'*\\' SCOPE=SPFILE; Which statement is true about the result
of this 

command? 

A. The statistics_level parameter is set to all when any of the PDBs is reopened. 

B. The statistics_level parameter is set to all only for PDB2 when it is reopened. 

C. The statistics_level parameter is set to all when the root database is restarted. 

D. The statement is ignored because there is no SPFILE for a PDB. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three are true about the tools for diagnosing Oracle Database failure situations? (Choose three.) 

A. The ADR command-line utility (ADRCI) can package incident information to send to Oracle Support. 

B. The Automatic Diagnostic Repository (ADR) has a separate home directory for each instance of each Oracle product
that is installed and uses it. 

C. Flashback commands help with repairing physical errors. 

D. RMAN can always repair corrupt blocks. 

E. The ADR can store metadata in an Oracle Database repository. 

F. The Data Recovery Advisor uses the ADR. 

Correct Answer: ABF 

ABF are correct. Easier to say why the others are incorrect. 

C - Flashback is a logical tool. It cannot repair a physical error. 

D - incorrect. RMAN cannot always repair corrupt blocks, for example - a DB in noarchivelog mode.... 

E - ADR is an offline, file based, utility. It does not exist within the DB itself. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/ADMIN/diag.htm 
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QUESTION 3

You create a table with the PERIOD FOR clause to enable the use of the Temporal Validity feature of Oracle Database
12c. 

Examine the table definition: 

Which three statements are true concerning the use of the Valid Time Temporal feature for the EMPLOYEES table? 

A. The valid time columns employee_time_start and employee_time_end are automatically created. 

B. The same statement may filter on both transaction time and valid temp or altime by using the AS OF TIMESTAMP
and PERIOD FOR clauses. 

C. The valid time columns are not populated by the Oracle Server automatically. 

D. The valid time columns are visible by default when the table is described. 

E. Setting the session valid time using DBMS_FLASHBACK_ARCHIVE.ENABLE_AT_VALID_TIME sets the visibility for
data manipulation language (DML), data definition language (DDL), and queries performed by the session. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

A: To implement Temporal Validity(TV), 12c offers the option to have two date columns in that table which is having TV
enabled using the new clause Period For in the Create Table for the newly created tables or in the Alter Table for the 

existing ones. The columns that are 

used can be defined while creating the table itself and will be used in the Period For clause or you can skip having them
in the table\\'s definition in the case of which, the Period For clause would be creating them internally. 

E: ENABLE_AT_VALID_TIME Procedure 

This procedure enables session level valid time flashback. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two are true about PDB archive files? (Choose two). 

A. DBMS_PDB.CHECK_PLUG_COMPATIBILITY can be run against a PDB archive. 

B. They contain a PDB manifest file and all the data files in uncompressed form for a PDB. 

C. They contain all the data files only in uncompressed form for a PDB. 

D. They must be created using the DBMS_PDB package. 
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E. They contain a PDB manifest file and all the data files in compressed form for a PDB. 

F. They contain all the data files only in compressed form for a PDB. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three are true about using Database Resource Manager in an Oracle multitenant environment? (Choose three.) 

A. A PDB-level resource plan can limit session PGA memory. 

B. A CDB-level resource plan can limit PDB CPU utilization. 

C. A CDB-level resource plan can limit session CPU utilization. 

D. PDB-level resource plans can limit uncommitted UNDO per consumer group. 

E. A CDB-level resource plan can limit PDB UNDO use. 

F. A CDB-level resource plan is mandatory when using PDB-level resource plans. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/19/admin/managing-resources-with-oracle-database-
resource-manager.html#GUID-A5C6447B-BFF5-4CCE-8114-8AD230375082 
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